2000 sunfire pontiac

Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. This vehicle is a one owner, local trade in. It has been looked over by a service
department with a completed safety inspection. Even though it is older than ten years, it still
drives in a class of its own. The 4 cylinder Ultra Silver Metallic car has a great balance of
handling and speed. Recent Arrival! This vehicle is part of our Budget Row Collection, These
cars sell quickly, so hurry in for a test drive, They have no implied or expressed warranty. We
have more inventory so we can offer more selection and volume discounts. We now offer a wide
selection of Certified vehicles. Our Service Department and Collision Center offer many types of
repairs. This Pontiac Sunfire 2dr 2dr Coupe features a 2. It is equipped with a 5 Speed Manual
transmission. The vehicle is Silver with a Gray interior. It is offered As-Is, extended warranty is
available. Only , Miles! This Pontiac Sunfire delivers a Gas L4 2. We recommend you contact us
to insure the vehicle is still available. Special credit situations? That's our specialty! Bad credit,
no credit, no down payment, new job, unusual income sources, high current debt, past
repossession, discharged or current bankruptcy, recent or pending divorce, college students,
credit rebuilding Buy from a name you know! Check with us to see what coverage is available
for this vehicle. Any warranty will be displayed on vehicle window sticker. While every effort has
been made to ensure the accuracy of the information on every vehicle advertised, the accuracy
is not warranted. Now offering Mohr to your Door! Don't want to get out? Or can't? We will bring
the car to you! And all the paperwork! We are open online and at the store. Odometer is miles
below market average! Don't miss out on massive savings. Best In Market pricing Check out
trim, options and conditions We will provide you with the best vehicle experience possible. Your
complete satisfaction is our 1 priority. We're located conveniently in Shakopee, MN. Stop in for
a visit or call us at Service at Shakopee Chevrolet is so easy. Popular searches. My notifications
My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby.
Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment
Loan Price. Type Coupe 7 Sedan 2. Trim Base 5 SE 4. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission
Automatic 4 Manual 3. Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive 9. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details
Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents. Title issue. Showing 1 9 out of 9 listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I bought this car with km on it and it now has km.
This is my first car and I'm very happy with it. All I've done besides regular maintenance tires,
brakes, spark plugs, oil and e. Both were cheap to replace. I also find it accelerates decently for
a pushrod 4 cylinder motor with the manual 5spd. When driven easy, it's not too hard to attain
around 32mpg highway. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. The Pontiac Sunbird is a small car
manufactured and marketed by Pontiac over two generations. The first generation was
marketed as a subcompact hatchback, wagon and coupe â€” â€” as a badge engineered variant
of the Chevrolet Monza. The Sunbird nameplate ran for 18 years with a hiatus during the and
model years, as there was no model and the model was marketed as the J and was replaced in
by the Pontiac Sunfire. The first-generation Pontiac Sunbird is a subcompact , [1]
four-passenger automobile introduced in September , and produced for the through model
years. The first-generation Sunbird is a badge engineered version of the Chevrolet Monza. It did
not share any mechanical relation to the Holden LX Sunbird. The Sunbird has a The first
generation Sunbird is a rear-wheel-drive vehicle with a live rear axle design. The standard
engine is the Vega aluminum-block CID inline-four. The front suspension is short and long
control arms with coil springs , and anti-roll bar; the rear suspension is a torque-arm design
with coil springs and an anti-roll bar. Variable-ratio power steering was standard of a
recirculating ball type. The brake system features front disc brakes with vented rotors, and rear
drum brakes. Power-assist was standard. When the Sunbird was introduced for , it was only
available in a notchback coupe body-style shared with the Chevrolet Monza Towne Coupe. For ,
the hatchback body-style was added. A Formula option was available on coupe, wagon, and
hatchback. For and , the station wagon from the otherwise discontinued Astre series was added
to the Sunbird line. They continued to use the same front fascia as the Astre with Sunbird
badging. The 2. For the and model years, the Chevrolet 5. Body options included the Firebird
Redbird package, Sunbird Formula package, and sunroof. Air conditioning was available as was
four-speed manual transmission or three-speed automatic transmission. By this time, the
wagon body style and the optional V8 engine had been discontinued. The year featured an
unusually long production run in order to provide sufficient inventory to carry dealers into the
model year in anticipation of the Sunbird's replacement. For , the rear-wheel-drive Sunbird was
replaced by a new front-wheel-drive compact called the J Appearing as a sedan, coupe, wagon
or hatchback, the J was powered by a carbureted, overhead valve cast-iron 1. It was initially
only available in conjunction with the automatic transmission. For , the J prefix was dropped.
This was in an effort to market the J as a smaller version of the Pontiac , which had a similar
appearance. A five-speed manual was newly optional. The standard engine was replaced by the

fuel injected Brazilian engine, while a stroked 2-litre fuel injected version of the overhead-valve
1. The lineup was renamed Sunbird , a title used only on the convertible the previous year. A
new turbocharged four-cylinder was available. Based on the standard 1. This engine was
popular, and more powerful than many V6 engines in competing brands. For , the optional 2-litre
four was discontinued. It featured fender flares, hidden headlamps, and the turbo engine
standard. It was available in sedan, coupe, hatchback, or convertible. The GT convertible is the
rarest variant, with fewer than 1, sold. A redesigned gauge cluster and new engines were
introduced for the model year. The new engines were "punched out" versions of the 1. Also, the
convertible could only be ordered in GT trim. The rear fascia was redesigned in , and the
four-speed manual was discontinued. Production under the Sunbird name was continued until
The trim levels on both the sedan and coupe were base, SE and GT. The Sunbird SE coupe, SE
sedan and the GT coupe and convertible had partially concealed headlamps, a feature that
originally appeared on the Isuzu Impulse , that gave the appearance of "raised eyebrows" when
the headlights were on. The base model initially had the front fascia with exposed sealed beam
headlamps. The engines were both the carryover 2. GM discontinued the Safari name on the
Sunbird station wagon models. In , the base model received a smoother, more aerodynamic
front fascia and the model was renamed "LE". An LE coupe joined the lineup also, with the
same features as the LE sedan, but for a slightly lower price. The SE sedan was discontinued. In
all models, however, a new dashboard was added. It somewhat resembled that of the larger
Pontiac Grand Prix , redesigned for The most notable change from the previous dashboard is
the placement of the stereo. If a cassette player or compact disc player new for were ordered,
they were relocated at the bottom of the dash. For , the GT and SE coupes received a smoother
front fascia with hidden headlamps. The GT convertible is discontinued, replaced by a
turbocharged LE convertible, which also retains the GT suspension and steering. In all models,
GM's passive seatbelt system was introduced. The seatbelts were mounted on the doors and
would stretch out when latched. The turbo four was deleted for , replaced by the Cavalier 's 3.
Although there was less horsepower under the hood, power came much quicker and smoother
than the Turbo, with about the same fuel economy. The V6 engine could be ordered in any
model, save the new-for base value model. The largest change for the model year was a revision
of the base engine. NOTE: The intake manifold casting is a bit thick and responds well to port
matching the head with a stock felpro gasket. The only change for was the addition of a glass
rear window with defroster on convertibles. As the Sunbird came to a close, the trims were
pared down. The SE coupe was essentially the GT coupe with a lower price. The last one rolled
off the assembly line on April 27, The Sunbird was replaced by the Pontiac Sunfire in The
Sunbird GT model was introduced in as a coupe, sedan, convertible or fastback hatch with a 1.
However, on the turbo delete cars the "Sunbird" badges were replaced by "Sunbird GT" badges.
The sedan was dropped for and the interior for the coupe was redesigned for The convertible
was dropped for and the turbo followed in Replacing the turbo four-cylinder for was GM's 3.
After , the GT coupe became the SE coupe when the lineup was consolidated prior to the new
model arriving for From to , the US Chevrolet Cavalier was sold in the Mexican market as a
replacement for the Chevrolet Citation in the compact segment, due to the dismissal of the last
one in The Sunbird was first sold in Mexico in as a model; prior to this, the Sunbird had been
badged as the "new" Chevrolet Cavalier, seeming like an exterior redesign for the compact, but
preserving the same interior as the "previous" model, also replacing the Pontiac badges with
Chevrolet bowties. Both versions of Sunbird labeled as Cavaliers were sold until , when the new
generation of the Chevrolet Cavalier, and the new replacement for the Sunbird, the Pontiac
Sunfire , were introduced both as separated models in Mexico. The European models received
different styling from North American versions. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
Redirected from Pontiac This article is about the car sold by Pontiac from For the car sold by
Holden from to , see Holden Torana. This article needs additional citations for verification.
Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may
be challenged and removed. Motor vehicle. Iola, WI: Krause Publications. Retrieved 12 August
Models which were exclusive to Canada. Pontiac vehicles. A division of General Motors , â€”
Aztek Sunrunner Torrent. Montana Trans Sport. Category Commons. Hidden categories:
Articles needing additional references from May All articles needing additional references
Articles with short description Short description is different from Wikidata All articles with
unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from November Commons category
link from Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit
Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia
Commons. Subcompact â€” Compact â€” Transverse front-engine, front-wheel drive. Wikimedia
Commons has media related to Pontiac Sunbird. Ventura II. Tempest Custom. Custom S. Grand
Am. Strato Chief. Pathfinder Deluxe. Super Chief. Catalina Brougham. Parisienne Brougham.

Star Chief. Star Chief Executive. Grand Ville. Grand Ville Brougham. Bonneville Brougham.
Station wagon. Personal luxury. Grand Prix. Muscle car. Grand tourer. Mid-size crossover.
Compact SUV. Compact MPV. Montana SV6. This page is for personal, non-commercial use. We
get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights
on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good,
right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep bringing you great content.
Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. Pontiac's Sunfire delivers is an affordable
compact wrapped in stylish sheet metal. It is available as a coupe, sedan, GT or convertible.
Hide Full Review. Engine 2. Smart Buy Program is powered by. See the value of your car and get
a cash offer in minutes. Cash Out or Trade-In. Research Another Vehicle. We notice you're
using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable
adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down
menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ depending
on the actual application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey
again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few
seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to
experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your
browser. Skip to main content. Add to Watchlist. Bidding has ended on this item. Ships to:. This
amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global
Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes
applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the
Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Buyer is
responsible for vehicle pickup or shipping. Start of add to list layer. Add to Watchlist Add
2005 lincoln continental
parts of an earring diagram
crown victoria fuel pressure regulator
to wish list. Sign in for more lists. Jan 03, PST. May not ship to Ukraine - Read item description
or contact seller for shipping options. See details. Seller's other items. Seller assumes all
responsibility for this listing. I test drove car and works very good. Only heard noise from power
steering not sure what it is. Other than that ran very good. Brakes, engine and power windows
work great. Must pick up in person Back to home page Return to top. Copyright Experian
Information Solutions, Inc. All rights reserved. Experian provides these reports to you on an "as
is" basis and eBay is not responsible or liable for the comprehensiveness or accuracy of the
reports. If you have any questions about the reports, contact Experian. Back to home page.
Listed in category:. Condition: Used. Ended: Jan 03, PST. Shipping: May not ship to Ukraine Read item description or contact seller for shipping options. Item location: Chicago, Illinois,
United States. Seller: pisant -1 Seller's other items.

